










Quick dry
Unconstraint for moisture diffusion by the micro 
structure of T8 fiber

High stretch
Unconstraint for body movement by the coil structure 
of T8 yarn

Airy
Unconstraint for air flow by the mini holes on T8 fabric 
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FY20072
T8 Cottony

FY20083

T8 cottony double weave

FY20096

T8 cottony double weave
FY20073

T8 Cottony

FY19306
T8 cottony

FY19056
T8 cottony

T8 is more cottony than normal polyester
T8 cottony collection is even more cotton-
liked, and offers more comfortable wearing 
experience. 



FY20097
T8 recycled

FY19313
T8 recycled

FY20060
T8 recycled

FY20007
T8 recycled

FY20100
T8 solution dye

FY19308
T8 solution dye

FY19305
T8 solution dye

FY19309
T8 solution dye

Remark:
There are different function levels 
on these fabric. You can refer to 
mood board and choose the 
detailed art# which represented the 
needed function.



FY18198
T8 classic （hot sale）

FY18427
T8 plus（hot sale）

FY19254
T8 plus（hot sale）

FY20065
T8 plus - ribstop

FY20078
T8 plus - ribstop

FY19032
T8 dryflex - wrinkle

FY18142-1

T8 dryflex – woven mesh

FY18142 – ultra stretch and breathable
One of the yarn was melted during the dying 
process, and left millions holes in the fabric, to allow 
the air go through freely,  to offer the ultra airy 
feeling.
The coil structure of T8 fiber has a lot of micro space 
to allow the moisture spread quickly, which can keep 
you dry.
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Professional gear accompany 
with your adventure



Anti-viral breathable Weather-
proof

Water
repellent UPF



Anti-viral
Water

repellent UPF



FY12164
AW pro

FY19209
AW pro

FY19254
AW pro

FY14258
AW pro

FY10150
AW leisure

AW shield

FY15143 –
AW leisure

AW SHIELD

Remark:
There are different function levels on 
these fabric. You can refer to mood 
board and choose the detailed art# 
which represented the needed function.



FY17105
AW shield

FY10150

AW shield
FY18427

AW shield

FY18198
AW shield

FY20047
AW shield

FY15143
AW shield

AW shield 
Technology

Antiviral effect
There is no commercial testing center currently has a COVID-
19 strain available for testing, but tests can be performed 
using another coronavirus, H1N1, which also belongs 
enveloped virus.
According to the latest international test standard ISO18184-
2019, the test results of the anti-virus finished fabric show 
that it is 99.9% virus reduction in 2 hours and it is still effective 
after home laundry Anti-viral

Water-repellent
polyester

Hydrophilic
PU waterproof
membrane

How it works?
Antivirus:
The anti-virus agent can bind to the 
envelope protein of virus surface, make the 
virus inactive, further destroy the envelope, 
so that the virus can not be infected.
Virus blocking:
The hydrophilic membrane  can block and 
filter virus completely. 

Anti-viral breathable Weather-
proof

Water
repellent UPF

Remark:
There are different function levels on these fabric. You can refer to mood board and choose the 
detailed art# which represented the needed function.
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FY17105-

Touch Art Dry

Paper touch

FY18178-

Touch Art Dry

Paper touch

FY20091-

Touch Art Dry

Paper touch

FY10150-

Touch art soft

Silky touch

Remark:
There are different function levels on these 
fabric. You can refer to mood board and 
choose the detailed art# which represented 
the needed function.

Fabric highlight
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ECOECO



FY18225-
Recycled

FY15171-
Recycled

FY19100-
Recycled

FY17308-
Recycled

FY19087-
Recycled

FY20106-
Recycled

FY19113-
Solution dye

FY19188-
Solution dye



ECOECO
BIOFUZE® bio-degradable polyester 
by embedding a catalyst to the polymer which 
accelerates the bio degradation in landfills by attracting 
microbes to decomposed it. Over 25% biodegradation 
took place in less than 5 months (ASTM D5511) while a 
regular polyester fabric would degrade only 0.6%

Tencel cellulosic fiber originates form 
the renewable wood from forest. And certified 
as compostable and biodegradable. 90% was 
degraded within 6 months (EN14046). Thus it 
can fully reverti back to nature.



FY19238
biodegradable

FY19286
biodegradable

FY19287
biodegradable

FY19317
biodegradable

Remark:
There are different function levels on these fabric. You can refer to mood board and choose the 
detailed art# which represented the needed function.


